
Solar-Evaluation Service
Like a Home Inspection, but for Existing Solar, by an independent Expert in Residential Solar

BENEFITS TO SELLERS & LISTING AGENTS BENEFITS TO BUYERS & THEIR AGENTS

! Pricing a house with solar

! Marketing it knowledgeably & effectively

! Negotiating from real facts

! Reducing complications at closing

! Phone consultation with a solar expert

! An independent Solar Report to show buyers

! How much to offer for a house with solar

! True cost to assume solar loan/lease/PPA

! Buyer’s bottom-line savings, year by year

! Alerts to solar warranty & contract gotchas

! Phone consultation with a solar expert

! Tips about “Energy-Efficient Mortgages”

Brief Version of the Service
When you need a quick, rough estimate of the solar’s value, e.g. when in a rush to present an offer.
Turnaround time by phone: as little as 30 minutes. 

Full Version of the Service
Complete analysis and evaluation of the existing solar, written up in a detailed report. A more accurate
forecast of the system’s value, with costs and savings to a potential buyer over its projected life.
Information about the system’s vendors’ viability, warranties, guarantees, and contract “gotchas.”
Summary of pros and cons to a potential buyer. Phone consultation with seller, buyer, or both. $275.

What Realtors Are Saying

“Solar Guru” Denny truly has a wealth of knowledge regarding energy usage and solar panels. Whether I represent a
buyer or seller, the information Denny provides over the phone or through his written evaluation reports is invaluable.
Thank you for filling such a void in the local industry! Jesse James, Rodeo Realty

Being a Realtor, this information is great for educating my sellers and buyers. What’s truly great is that this is REAL
information to help the homeowner make decisions about solar. It’s NOT a sales pitch! Christy Ito, Coldwell Banker

Call Denny Emberling 9:00am to 5:00pm any day: (661) 673-5957 Solar Consumer Advisor, LLC

Or email him at admin@SolarConsumerAdvisor.com 28041 Eagle Peak Ave., Santa Clarita, CA 91387
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Descriptions of the 2 Solar Evaluation Services

Brief Service

1. A quick, rough estimate of the existing solar’s value, e.g., when in a rush to present an offer

2. For owner/seller of home with solar, potential buyer, or either of their realtors

3. Turnaround time: as little as 30 minutes

4. Information to get from owner (the more information, the more accurate the estimate)

a. Roof age, condition, leak history

b. Solar age, power, annual production, brands, models, type of inverter

c. Electric bills & usage: 12 months before solar and most recent 12 months with solar

d. Any major change in electricity usage after acquiring solar?

e. How the system is financed: owned, loan, lease, or PPA

5. We analyze information & make a quick estimate of its value to a potential buyer

6. We call back with these results & suggestions

7. Price: free

Full Service

1. For a full analysis and report on the system and its value to a potential buyer

2. For owner/seller of home with solar, potential buyer, or either of their realtors

3. Turnaround time:  usually 24-48 hours

4. Owner provides all available information and documents about the system

5. We analyze this information and research the system.

6. We write a full Solar Evaluation Report based on this analysis & calculations, including

a. Summary of pros and cons for acquiring the house with its solar

b. Discussion of options for assuming lease/loan/PPA or not

c. Forecasted electricity savings versus loan/lease/PPA payments: value to buyer

d. All relevant facts about the house, system, bills, usage, warranties, and financing

e. Full spec sheets and warranty documents on all equipment, wherever available

f. Significant contract provisions, especially realistic protections and gotchas

g. Estimated quality of system: panels, inverters, and mounts (if known)

h. Status of system’s manufacturers and vendors: in business, BBB rating,. etc.

7. Phone consultation to answer any questions

8. Price:  $275, by check or PayPal.

Our Qualifications

Deep expertise in residential solar and all its economic aspects. Mathematician with long

experience in finance. Consultant to solar industry. Advisor to solar buyers. Advocate for solar

owners before California Public Utilities Commission. “Navigating Solar” workshops available

for realtors. Completely independent, not affiliated with any solar or financial company.



Realtors’ & Sellers’ Potential Liabilities When a Home Has Solar

How This Solar Evaluation Service May Reduce Them

When a house with an existing solar system is being sold, the Sellers, the listing Realtor, and the

Buyers’ Realtor may all be taking on liabilities beyond those of a sale without solar. At present,

because solar is still relatively new, few people are aware of these liabilities, and the standard

realty forms for Disclosures and Purchase Agreements may not have caught up, so may offer

little or no protection for solar issues.

Just as with a home inspection, the Solar Evaluation Service may reduce exposure for both

Realtors and Sellers. This is addition to its other benefits for Realtors, Sellers, and Buyers.

As I’m sure you know, Realtors presently attempt to prevent liability for house defects by

providing Buyers with the Realtor’s Visual Inspection Report, the Buyer’s Inspection Advisory,

the Statewide Buyer and Seller Advisory, a variety of disclosures and advisories about specific

house issues (termites, carbon monoxide detectors, water heaters, smoke detectors, lead-based

paint, etc.), and disclaimers and disclosures in the Purchase Agreement. These include

repeatedly advising Buyers to obtain professional inspections for various potential problems. In

addition, Sellers attempt to relieve their liability for house problems via the Seller Property

Questionnaire and various sections of the Purchase Agreement.

However, at present, the only place we can find in any of these documents that even mentions

an existing solar system seems to be the Purchase Agreement section listing items included in

and excluded from purchase price. However this discloses nothing about its brands, models,

specs, value, condition, associated contracts, assumed leases, or anything else. This could open

Realtors and Sellers up to liability. There are no acknowledgments or waivers by Buyer.

The specific kinds of potential liability that can crop up only on a house with solar may include

1. Usually neither Realtors, Sellers, nor Buyers will know much about that solar.



2. Therefore, any possible negatives about it cannot be disclosed to Buyers.

3. When Buyers discover these negatives after the sale, they can easily get angry.

4. Buyers may then sue Realtors or Sellers for failing to disclose these negatives, or to

recommend a solar inspection.

5. Sellers might also sue listing Realtor for not recommending a solar inspection.

6. Realtors may inadvertently say erroneous things about the solar in the course of getting

the listing, setting price, marketing, showings, negotiations, or advising their client,

possibly making them liable for making false statements or giving bad advice.

All these liabilities might be reduced (check with your firm’s attorney to be sure - I’m not an

attorney and so cannot give legal advice) by having Buyers or Sellers get the Solar Evaluation

Service, giving copies to both parties, and getting signatures acknowledging receipt, just as is

done with a home inspection.

Last year, approximately 8,500 homes with existing solar were sold in Southern California, or

about 710 per month. This increases every year. That suggests that the potential for lawsuits

over solar issues are also likely to increase annually. Wouldn’t it be worth $275 for a Solar

Evaluation to lessen the chances of these complications?

There are many other benefits to Realtors, Buyers, and Sellers from having an expert Solar

Evaluation on an existing solar system. Getting the true facts and figures permits making

informed choices and negotiation about pricing, whether to assume or pay off existing financing

agreements, and how much the system will save (or cost) Buyers year by year.

We’d be happy to discuss any of this further with you, as well as assist you in any sales you’re

involved in that include existing solar.

Denny Emberling, President

Solar Consumer Advisor, LLC
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